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3.2.4 Establishing an organization in
a MAS

We will look at three examples for establishing an
organization, using the cooperation concepts
presented before.

Note that a MAS can use several cooperation concepts
combined.

We concentrate on how the responsibilities are
distributed among the agents, who is reporting to
whom and how the organization structure can
change (two extremes:

 structure given and static
 no given structure, all agents equal)
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3.2.4.1 The Contract-Net

(Smith, 1980)

Agents:
Different abilities, but all able to divide their problems

into subproblems
Cooperation concepts used:
Distribution of subtasks among agents by negotiations,

then master-slave relationships until solutions to
subproblems are found and synthesized.
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Organization structure (I)

Communication structure:
Each agent can communicate with each other agent,

both 1:1 and 1:m.
Order/report structure:
Agents start out totally independent from each other. If

an agent can partition its task into subtasks, it tries to
find agents that can solve these subtasks. It sends the
tasks (resp. a requirements description) to all other
agents. Then these agents can bid on tasks they are
suited to do (provided that they do not have any
tasks to do at the moment).
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Organization structure (II)

A bid contains a measure how well suited an agent
thinks it is for the task. The agent offering a task
selects the agent best suited for a task (based on the
bid) and offers this agent a contract (hence the name).

If the best agent is still available it then receives a
complete description of the task and both agents
enter a master-slave relationship until the task is
fulfilled.

If the best agent is not available anymore, then the next
best agent is selected and so on.
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Example for a requirements
description (I)

To: all
From: 25
Type: task description
Contract nr.: 43-6
Requirements description:

Gaussian algorithm available
Abstract task description:

Task: solving-system-linear-equations
Number-equations 1000
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Example for a requirements
description (II)

Measure:
run time

Bids due before:
260202-12:10
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Discussion

 Flexible organization structure
 Good usage of available resources
- Not usable for all kinds of problems:

 unique partitioning of tasks into subtasks required
- Control is not optimal:

- Who does not answer in time is out
- By negotiations between contractor and available

agents only (and not all possible ones) we may get
suboptimal solutions with regard to efficiency
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3.2.4.2 The FA/C Approach

Functional accurate, cooperative
(Lesser and Corkill, 1981)
Agents:
Different abilities, different goals. Generate partial

solutions that more and more converge towards a
general solution.

Cooperation concepts used:
Conflict resolution by negotiations, no hierarchy or

central control.
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Organization structure (I)

Communication structure:
Each agent can communicate with each other agent.
Order/report structure:
The MAS is started by assigning to each agent a part of

the task to solve. These parts overlap (or even
contradict each other), so that solutions generated by
one agent will generate conflicts with other agents.

If an agent detects a conflict, then it first integrates the
parts of the received solution that do not contradict
its own data into DatOwn (resp. DatKA if the data is
about other agents).
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Organization structure (II)

Then it tries to resolve (or minimize) the conflict by
reevaluating/correcting its data.

If only a minimization occurs, it immediately sends its
current solution to the other agent (whose solution
generated the conflict) and all other agents that are
depending on its solution.

This cycle is repeated until all agents have solved their
parts of the initial problem and there are no conflicts
between their solutions.

Then the solution to the initial problem might have to
be constructed out of the solution of the parts.
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Discussion

 Can be applied to nearly all problems
 Can deal with conflicts and vague knowledge
- Organizational structure not flexible
- Who assigns the parts of the problem and how are

they generated?
- Many redundant computations (in areas with

conflicts)
- It can be difficult to find exactly the agents that will

be depending on the own solution
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3.2.4.3 Extension of Blackboards by
Craig

(Craig, 1993)
Agents:
Can differ in all possible ways. Especially, several

agents with a common blackboard can be seen as a
composite agent.

Cooperation concepts used:
Blackboard communication via shared memory and

possibility for negotiation within a group of agents.
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Organization structure (I)

Communication structure:
Different combinations of blackboard-based

communication and direct connections between
agents (see pictures).

Order/report structure:
The basic structure are groups of agents that can access

a blackboard serving as group memory. This
blackboard is modeled as an additional agent. In
addition to communicating to this BB-agent, agents
can also communicate directly with each other.
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Organization structure (II)

Several such groups can be combined. They can either
be on the same level and then cooperation is
achieved via an agent who is member of both groups,
or one group is seen as an agent who is then member
of the other group (and again, an agent of the lower
level group is communication partner for both
groups).

New agents, that might be activated by other agents,
have to register with the BB of their group, but they
do not have to register with all agents of the group.
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Example structure
(groups on same level):

BB1

BB2

BB3
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Example structure
(hierarchy):

BB1 BB2
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Discussion

 Extremely flexible
 Especially well suited for modeling complex

problems and complex organizations
- Redundant communication channels that have to be

characterized more clearly for each concrete problem
- Individual agents have to be very complex


